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Welcome to the T4QG Documentation Page
Welcome to the Tools 4 QGis Documentation home page. T4QG is a Quantum-GIS plugin created at the CRENAU
Laboratory.

The aim and scope of this tool is to assemble morphological indicators pertaining to the urban open space.

The following pages present the elementary methods available in T4QG:

• Creating Graphs

• Creating Geometries

• Extracting Intersections

• Spatial Attributes:

Installation
The 0_1_0 Version of T4QG is available at https://sourcesup.renater.fr/frs/?group_id=463

To import T4QG, open the python command box (Ctrl + P), then type :

>>> HOMEDIR = 'location/of/t4qg'
>>> import sys
>>> sys.path.append(HOMEDIR)
>>> from t4qg_version_number import *

Note that HOMEDIR does not take a front slash (/) at the end.

Creating Graphs
This section explains the basic built-in functionalities pertaining to urban graph analysis.

The two principal elements of an urban graph are vertices and edges. Generally, a vertex corresponds to the
intersection of mutiple edges. In Urban Planning, vertices correspond to intersection points, and edges correspond
to linear road data.

There is an extensive collection of scholarly articles pertaining to graph theory with concrete GIS applications:

• J.K.Tinkler (1977) 1

• A.G.Bunn, D.L.Urban & T.H.Keitt (2000) 2

• E.Dobrzy■ska & M.Dobrzy■ski (2016) 3

Downloading Data
A real urban graph is derived from road data. It follows the existing street pattern to fit with the physical reality of the
terrain. This type of data is usually found online, in open access from official sources or from open-source.

T4QG relies on metric Cartesian coordinates for a few of its functionalities. Open the .proj file connected to your
data and check in what type it is currently projected.

If your original data is in lat/lon, you can find the metric alternative on https://epsg.io

Open your data a first time, and save it under the correct metric projection (SCR). Check your new .proj file to
confirm changes.

>>> roads = QgsVectorLayer('~/roads.shp', 'roads', 'ogr')

>>> QgsMapLayerRegistry.instance().addMapLayer(roads)

You may find more information concerning Loading Vectorial Datasets in Qgis at the official documentation page.
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Extracting Nodes
To extract intersection nodes from lineStrings:

STToRoadsSectionsNodes (layer).execute()

Parameters: layer (QgsVectorLayer) – a LineString vector layer.

Returns: A Vector Layer wherein points are created at each intersection of more than two LineStrings
of the input layer.

An alternative method for creating an urban graph may also be built using the surrounding urban morphology. This
process, called skeletonization, requires a layer of polygons representing the built form. To learn how to build the
skeleton of the built environment, head to the page on Creating Geometries.

The lineString layer returned by STSkeletonizeTheVoid() needs to be joined using STToRoadsSections() to extract
the intersections correctly.

To clean the linestring data before processing :

STToRoadsSections (layer).execute()

Parameters: layer (QgsVectorLayer) – a LineString vector layer.

Returns: A Vector Layer wherein the input linestrings are joined when they intersect a single other
linestring, and split at the intersection of more than two linestrings.

>>> roads = STSkeletonizeTheVoid(buildings_ExtRing).execute()

>>> nodes = STToRoadsSectionsNodes(roads).execute()

>>> QgsMapLayerRegistry.instance().addMapLayer(nodes)

Because the lineStrings are not joined, intersections are found at each segment extremity.

>>> roads = STSkeletonizeTheVoid(buildings_ExtRing).execute()

>>> segmentNodes = STToRoadsSections(roads).execute()

>>> nodes = STToRoadsSectionsNodes(segmentNodes).execute()

>>> QgsMapLayerRegistry.instance().addMapLayer(nodes)
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Joining lineString segments before intersection extraction

1 http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/030913257900300104

2 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301479700903736

3 https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/emj.2016.8.issue-4/emj-2016-0033/emj-2016-0033.pdf

Creating Geometries

Simple Geometries:

StSpatialCommand (functionToApply, layer, outputLayername)

Parameters:
• functionsToApply (type) – Choose between Kernel, BBox, Centroid, Convex Hull

• layer (QgsVectorLayer) – input layer

• outputLayername (string) – output layer name

• The Kernel is the sub-area within which all other points in a geometry are visible

• Centroid is the center-most point of a geometry

• The Bounding Box is the smallest square within which the originial geometry can fit

• The Convex Hull is the smallest convex geometry that encompasses the entire original geometry

Complex Geometries :

STConnectedSpacesAndPatios (inputLayer, buffDist).execute()

Parameters:
• inputLayer (qgsVectorLayer) – A vector layer of polygons

• buffDist (float) – The distance of the buffer
Returns: connectedSpaces: a Convex Hull of the input Layer minus the built exterior ring

Returns: builtExtRing: A vector layer containing the negative buffer of the unions of the positive
buffers of the input layer

Returns: patios: a vector layer containing the open space left over from the built exterior ring which is
not contained in the connected spaces.

Creating Geometries
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Original buildings layer.

The Convex Hull (grey), the exterior buildings rings (black), and the patios (white).

STSkeletonizeTheVoid (buildingsLayer, samplingDist).execute()

Parameters:
• buildingsLayer (qgsVectorLayer) – The input layer containing polygonal geometries

• samplingDist (float) – The distance between samping points for the Voronoi polygons
Returns: The skeleton

Returns: The layer of nodes used for the calibration of the Voronoï process

Returns: A Voronoï polygons layer

Tip

Use the built exterior ring returned by STConnectedSpacesAndPatios() as input layer to remove empty spaces
between buildings and create a single uninterupted graph.

Creating Geometries
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The skeletonization will occure at every open space, including areas surrounded by buildings are therefore not
pertaining to any mobility graph.

Using the exterior ring of buildings creates a interconnected web.

Zooming into an interection, we can notice the effect of the sampling distance :

samplingDist == 10.0

Creating Geometries
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Buildings in black, voronoi polygons in purple, nodes in green

samplingDist == 1.0

Buildings in black, voronoi polygons in purple, nodes in red

Extracting Intersections
T4QG offers two diferent methods for extracting the open space at intersections.

Intersections are here defined by points (i.e., a QgsPoint Layer). You may already have a a point layer available, or
you may have to extract it from lineString data using STToRoadsSectionsNodes().

An isovist is a tool used for the simulation and analysis of visibility from an individual point of view. More information
can be found in the post about Understanding Ray Casting and Isovists. The following method requires the input of a
layer of buildings (polygons) and a layer of points, and outputs a layer of isovists and a layer of cast rays.

STIsovistField2D (buildingsLayer, viewPointsLayer, nRays, rayLength)

Parameters:
• buildingsLayer (QgsVectorLayer) – the vector layer containing polygons constituting

the visual obstacles

• viewPointsLayer (QgsVectorLayer) – the vector layer containing the generation points
for the ray casting process

• nRays (int) – The number of rays cast per point to create the isovists

• rayLength (float) – the length of the rays used to determine the viewshed limit (in
meters)

Returns: A vector layer containg the ray field

Returns: A vector layer containg the isovist field

Extracting Intersections
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A point in the open space

The first step consists of casting rays according to the number and length set by the user. Here, nRays = 128,
rayLength = 50

The second step joins the ray extremities to create a plygonal outline of the isovist. Notice how the precision of
the isovist directly depends on the number of rays.

Extracting Intersections
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A second option is available which does not rely on the point’s visibility, rather using a buffer to extract the
surrounding open space.

STExtractIntersections (nodes, buildings, nodesIdFFieldName, buffDist, nsegm).execute()

Parameters:
• nodes (qgsVectorLayer) – The input vector layer of points

• buildings (qgsVectorLayer) – The input vector layer of polygons

• nodesIfFieldName (string) – The name of the point layer’s attribute column indicating
the unique identifier.

• nsegm (int) – The number of sides of the buffer. -1 returns a square buffer.
Returns: A qgsVectorLayer containing the area of the buffer zones at each point minus the areas of

the buildings layer.

The result is the diffference between the buildings layer and the buffer (here, 50m.)

As you can see, the isovist acts with only partial knowledge of its surroundings, whilst the buffer allows for the
extraction of the intersection with full knowledge of the terrain. Both come in handy under different circumstances.

Spatial Attributes:

Morphological Indicators :

STSpatialAttributeCommand (functionsToApply, layer, outputLayerName).execute()

Parameters:
• functionsToApply (list) – A list of one or more of the following parameters to be

calculated : Area, Perimeter, NbConcavities, PerimeterConvexityDefect,
AreaConvexityDefect, GraveliusIndex, MillerIndex

• layer (QgsVectorLayer) – A vector layer containg polygonal geometries

• outputLayerName (string) – If None, “layer_%s” %(functionsToApply)
Returns: A copy of the input QgsVectorLayer with attributes corresponding to the selected functions.

Though the shape are area indicators are self-explanatory, the other attributes may need an explanation :

• NbConcavities is the number of spaces left after calculating the largest convex space of the polygon

• The Perimeter Convexity Defect is the ratio between the length of the shape’s contour and that of its convex
hull.

• The Area Convexity Defect is the ratio between the area shape and its convex hull.

• The Gravelius Index is an indicator of circularity

Spatial Attributes:
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• The Miller Index is the overal direction of the shape

The outuput layer of the Spatial Attribute Command function and its attributes window

Indices and tables

• genindex

• modindex

• search
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